
CP3 Retrofit Pump Install: 

 

 

 

1.) Clean this area very well. No dirt = No troubles!!!!! Lay lots of Rags under and around the pumps, 

alternator and belts!!!!! This will save dropped tools, parts, diesel spills and shorted Alternator 

wiring!!!! 

2.) Make every possible attempt to save (#2) hose!! You will re-use it!! Remove the Entire Shiny steel 

line (#2A) from the Manifold and Lay it on the fender well, still attached to the filter. Plug the end 

with a plug!! Twist while pulling up on the hose, it will be tricky!! Try and plug the HPFP outlets to 

avoid spilling fuel. 

3.) Remove the High Pressure Line from the pump to the rail. Use an included blue cap to seal the rail 

port. Save the rubber lined clamps for re-use!!! Note the positions and locations. 

4.) Unclip, and protect the temperature sensor for later use. 

5.) Unclip the Metering valve. 

6.) Remove the Dipstick tube top bolt and lay to the side. 
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7.) Remove and save the Engine lifting bracket (#7):  

 

 

8.) Remove the entire Auxiliary fuel pump assembly (#8). A fair bit of fuel will come out. Plug the hoses 

and just lay the assembly over the motor, still attached to the HPFP and temp sensor housing. You 

can later strip it apart and re-use the hose and bracket for the Differential DPF sensor – if needed. 

9.) You will now have lots of room to remove the upper Timing belt Cover #9. 

10.) Remove the Serpentine belt, lower cover, lock the crank and cam, then release the timing belt, per 

your favourite guide!! 
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11.) Remove the 3 Sprocket Bolts, then the Center Nut. It is pretty tight; utilize your Counter hold tool!!! 

Save the Sprocket for re-use!!

 
12.)  A puller is nice, but impossible to get in there!!! I have gently tapped the shaft, with the hub resting 

on the aluminum housing. (After the 3 mounting bolts removed, shown next!!!!!) 

It will “Pop Off” fairly easily. You can also insert and gently tighten 3 old Sprocket bolts to act as 

a puller 

 



13.) Remove EGR valve assembly to allow new pump to install. ASV (Anti-shutter Valve) can remain in 

place, hanging from the intake hose. Removing EGR valve is not a nice job!!!! 

14.) Prepare the new pump by removing the Splined fitting with Vice Grips: 

 

 
 

New Fittings should look like this with new Aluminum sealing washers: 

 
15.)  Remove the old HPFP Pump assembly, with hoses, electric Auxiliary pump and all. Lay it on the 

bench and salvage the Temperature sensor. Unscrew it (17mm 12 point hex) and thread it into the 

New 90 degree adapter in your kit. Lubricate the O-ring with Engine oil or good lube, no need to 

crank it too tight!!! Diesel fuel is a bit too dry to lube the o-rings. Use something more slippery!!! 



16.) Install the new pump adapter plate loose. I like to put a wipe of grease or anti-sieze between the 

aluminum and new steel plate!!! Leave the nuts loose until you align the plate with the pump in the 

next step. 

  

17.)     IMPORTANT!!! Special “Staked” Nut with no Washer 

here on shorter bolt!!! This is so it doesn’t rub on your timing 

belt!!!! 

 

2 Regular Nylock nuts and flat washer on the longer Flat Head screws. 



18.)  Temporarily install the new pump to act as a Plate alignment tool, then snug up the 3 timing belt 

side adapter plate nuts evenly to hold the plate in place. Remove the Pump and properly tighten the 

3 plate mounting bolts. 

Final torque to 24 ft/lbs. Double check the pump is free to insert / remove. 

 
 

19.)  Now, finally install your new Pump!!! Again, a wipe of grease or anti-sieze between the aluminum 

pump body and new steel plate is good!! Carefully install the 3 flat washers and Nylock nuts, you will 

probably drop one!! Final Torque to 24 ft/lbs, but it’s almost impossible to get a Torque wrench in 

there!!!  

20.) Install the fittings and high pressure line with rubber lined clamps, as shown. 

 



 

21.) This bracket needs a minor modification: 

 
Grind / file / Chew 1/16” off the engine mounting Bracket, similar as shown: 

 
Test fit into position and ensure slight Clearance. – its a very minor amount!! 

 

 

 



22.) Attach the Modified Engine mounting bracket and either shorten this bolt or use a couple washers!! 

The bolt is too long and will bottom out on your new Pump!!! 

 
 

 

23.)  Install the hub and Torque center nut to 95 Ft/lbs with your counter hold tool, or pin wrench. 

 



 
If you grind/ file a small amount off the Standard Counter-hold tool, it will hold the new Hub 

perfectly with a couple of old HPFP sprocket bolts: 

 



 
24.) Install your original HPFP sprocket and roughly center 3 new TTY bolts. Re-install timing belt. 

Tension and Tighten per your favourite timing belt procedure. ***The new HPFP pump 

does not need to be timed or locked into position. *** 
25.)  Hook up your Hoses and tighten the new banjo bolts and new Aluminum sealing washers to 22 

ft/lbs. The return line goes to the Factory VW 90 degree elbow. The Feed is the dual temperature / 

hose barb adapter. 

 

 Temp. Sensor/ Fuel Feed                       Return line 



26.)  Install Your new 2Microntech Filter (see instructions under www.2microntech.com) 

 
27.)  Cut the U-shaped hose from the electric aux pump like this. You will use 2 pieces of it!! 

 

First cut on U-Bend side @ 3.5” 

Second cut on opposite side @ 7”. 

http://www.2microntech.com/


28.)  

**Use the Rubber Bumper from the Aux Pump!!!** 

 
 

29.)  Test fit your Engine cover and make sure the rubber bumper is doing something!! Trim the plastic if 

required. 

           

 

 

 



30.) Route the hose from the factory filter like this: 

 
 

             In                                  OUT to New Pump 
31.) Re-install EGR and ASV along with Dipstick Mount with a small Spacer / Washer (if needed) and 

included longer M6 bolt. 

 
 



32.) This EGR connector needs a minor Modification: 

 
It’s easy to trim off the excess plug Bulky housing. It will not affect the locking ability or integrity of 

the Plug. 

 



 
Cut Right, Un-cut Left. 

 

You will see it’s really close to the EGR Valve!!! 

 



33.) Connect your metering valve with new Pig-Tail Adapter. Connect Temperature sensor. 

 

34.) Priming can be tricky with a brand new “dry” pump. Run the In-Tank lift pump for a few minutes and 

loosen the high pressure line at the new CP3 pump. Verify fuel coming out. Proceed to the rail 

connection. 

If no fuel visible, not to worry!! Simply crank the engine with the line loose and a rag around 

the fitting. First, at the pump, then, at the rail. Worst case, then each injector, just like an old 

diesel engine!!! The car will simply not start with air in the line or fuel rail. 

The pump will pressurize the system and remove the air, but with 30-40 seconds of cranking. 

Get the air out first for that ultimate “First Start!!” if it doesn’t start instantly, you have air!! 

Prime again and don’t worry!! At this point, you did everything correct!!! 

 

 

Everything should look similar to this. No hose Kinks, No rubbing hoses and certainly no Leaks!! 

Verify no leaks for the first few miles. 

 


